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ON DE RHAM COHOMOLOGY OF LINEAR CATEGORIES
ANDREI CHITES¸, MA˘DA˘LIN CIUNGU AND DRAGOS¸ S¸TEFAN
Abstract. We define the Chern map from the Grothendieck group of a linear category C to the de
Rham cohomology of C with coefficients in a DG-category Ω∗. In order to achieve our goal, we define
the notion of connection on a C-module, and we show that the trace of the curvature of a connection
is a de Rham cocycle, whose cohomology class does not depend on the choice of the connection.
Introduction
The classical Chern character is a morphism from the K0-theory group of a manifold to its de Rham
cohomology groups. In his work on the foliations of a manifold, Alain Connes extended the construction
of the Chern character to show that there is a pairing between the Grothendieck group K0(A) of the
Banach algebra A associated to a foliation and the cyclic cohomology A, which replaces de Rham
cohomology in Noncommutative Geometry ; see [Co]. In [Ka], the definition of the Chern map was
extended to Kn(A), the higher K-theory groups of A. The method used in loc. cit. is purely algebraic,
working for any finitely generated projective module over a, not necessarily commutative, algebra A.
See also [Lo, Chapter 8].
Linear categories were defined and investigated in the seminal paper [Mi]. Since their appearance,
they have been used as a very important tool not only in algebra, but in many other fields, including
algebraic topology, logic, computer science, etc.
In this paper, proceeding as in [Ka], we define a Chern map from the Grothendieck group K0(C) of
a linear category C to the de Rham cohomology of C. For, we recall the definition of linear categories
and their basic properties in the first section of the paper. In this part, we also recall some homological
properties of the category of (right) modules over a linear category, and show that the Hattori-Stallings
trace map can be defined for any finitely generated projective module over a linear category.
In the second section we deal with connections on a finitely generated right C-module M . As an
example, we introduce the Levi-Civita connection on a finitely generated projective module. We are
also able to describe all connections on a finitely generated free C-module. In the last part of this
section, we define the curvature of a connection and we compute it for the above mentioned examples
of connections.
In the third section we define the de Rham cohomology of a linear category C, with respect to a
DG-category Ω∗ such that Ω0 = C. We prove that the trace of the curvature of a connection ∇ on a
finitely generated projective C-module M is a de Rham 2q-cocycle Chq(M,∇). We also show that the
de Rham cohomology class of Chq(M,∇) does not depend on the choice of the connection ∇ on M.
We shall denote this cohomology class by Chq(M). In particular we deduce our main result, stating
that [M ] 7→ Chq(M) defines a morphism from the Grothendieck group K0(C) of C to the de Rham
cohomology of C with coefficients in Ω∗.
1. Preliminaries
In this section we recall the definitions of the notions that we work with. Throughout, k will denote
a commutative field. The tensor product over k will be denoted by ⊗.
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1.1. k-linear categories. A category C is called k-linear if every hom-set in C is a k-linear space and
the composition maps in C are bilinear. We shall denote the space of morphisms from x to y by yCx, so
the composition map can be seen as a linear transformation from xCy ⊗ yCz to xCz, for any objects x, y
and z in C. In this paper C will always denote a small linear category. Thus C0, the class of objects in
C, is a set.
A functor F : C −→ D between linear categories is k-linear if the corresponding map from xCy to
F (x)DF (y) is k-linear, for any objects x and y in C0.
1.2. Examples of k-linear categories. Of course the category of k-linear spaces is the prototype of
k-linear categories. Other examples are listed below.
(1) Let C be a given k-linear category. The opposite category of C is also a linear category. Recall
that C and Cop have the same objects, while x(C
op)y = yCx. If we denote the composition in C
op
by •, then f • g = g ◦ f for any g ∈ xCy and f ∈ yCz.
(2) Let C and D be two k-linear categories. The tensor product C ⊠D is the k-linear category:
(a) With the set of objects (C ⊠D)0 = C0×D0;
(b) The space of morphisms (x,y)(C ⊠D)(x′,y′) = xCx′ ⊗ yDy′ , for any (x, y) and (x
′, y′) in
C0 ×D0.
The composition in C ⊠D is defined by
(f ⊗ g) ◦ (f ′ ⊗ g′) = (f ◦ f ′)⊗ (g ◦ g′),
for any f ⊗ g ∈ xCy ⊗ x′Dy′ , and f
′ ⊗ g′ ∈ yCz ⊗ y
′Dz′ . In particular, for a linear category C,
one defines its enveloping category by Ce := C ⊠ Cop.
(3) The category of left C-modules is a k-linear category. By definition, a left C-module is a covariant
linear functor from C to k-Mod. It is easy to see that a C-module M is a family {xM}x∈C0 of
linear spaces, together with maps · : xCy ⊗ yM −→ xM such that
1z ·m = m and f · (g ·m) = (f ◦ g) ·m,
for any m ∈ zM and for any f ∈ xCy and g ∈ yCz. A morphism of C-modules u : M → N is
a natural transformation between the corresponding functors. Equivalently, a morphism u as
above is given by a family {xu}x∈C0 of k-linear maps xu : xM → xN such that, for all f ∈ yCx
and m ∈ xM we have
yu(f ·m) = f · xu(m).
The category Mod-C of right C-modules is defined similarly.
(4) The category C-Mod-C of C-bimodules will play an important role in our paper. By definition, a
C-bimodule is a left C ⊠ Cop-module. Therefore, a bimoduleM is a family {xMy}x,y∈C0, endowed
with maps · : xCy ⊗ yMz −→ xMz and · : xMy ⊗ yCz −→ xMz. By definition, for any y ∈ C0,
the family •My := {xMy}x∈C0 is a left module with respect to the former maps. Similarly, for
any x ∈ C0 the family xM• := {xMy}y∈C0 is a right module with respect to the latter maps. In
addition, these module structures are compatible in the sense that, for any m ∈ yMz, and any
morphisms f ∈ xCy and g ∈ zCt, we have
(f ·m) · g = f · (m · g).
Amorphism of bimodules u :M → N is given by a family {xuy}x,y∈C0 of k-linear transformations
xuy : xMy −→ xNy, which for m, f and g as above verify the relation
xut(f ·m · g) = f · yuz(m) · g.
It is well-known that C-Mod has enough injective objects, for any linear category C. In C-Mod there
are enough projective objects as well. Clearly, Mod-C and C-Mod-C also have the above properties, since
they can be regarded as categories of left modules over Cop and C ⊠ Cop, respectively.
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1.3. The tensor product of two (bi)modules. Let C be a linear category. We assume that M is
a right C-module and that N is a left C-module. The vector space M ⊗C N is defined as the quotient
of ⊕z∈C0(Mz ⊗ zN) through the linear subspace generated by the elements m · f ⊗ n −m ⊗ f · n, for
arbitrary m ∈ Mu, f ∈ uCv and n ∈ vN. The class of m ⊗ n ∈ Mu ⊗ uN in the quotient linear space
M ⊗C N will be denoted by m⊗C n. These tensor monomials generate M ⊗C N as a vector space.
Now one can define the tensor product of two bimodules X and Y as follows. For x and y in C0 we
know that xX• is a a right module and that •Yy is left module. Thus the tensor product xX• ⊗C •Yy
makes sense. By definition X ⊗C Y is the bimodule whose components are the vector spaces
x(X ⊗C Y )y := X• ⊗C •Yy.
The bimodule structure on X ⊗C Y is induced by the left action on X and the right action on Y .
Note that the category C-Mod-C is a monoidal category with respect to the tensor product of C-
bimodules. Its unit object is the bimodule C. In C-Mod-C there are arbitrary coproducts, and it is easy
to see that the tensor product ⊗C is distributive over coproducts.
1.4. Exemples of C-bimodules. By definition, C ⊗ C is the C-bimodule whose components are the
vector spaces
x(C ⊗ C)y =
⊕
z∈C0
(xCz ⊗ zCy).
The left and right actions are induced by the composition in C. Thus the bimodule structure is defined
by the relation
f ′ · (g′′′) · f ′′ = (f ′ ◦ g′)⊗ (g′′ ◦ f ′′),
where f ′, f ′′, g′ and g′′ are arbitrary morphisms in C such that f ′ ◦ g′ and g′′ ◦ f ′′ make sense. One can
prove easily that C ⊗ C is projective as a C-bimodule.
Another example of C-bimodule is C itself. Its components are the linear spaces xCy and the actions
are defined by the composition in C. Therefore, for any object x in C we can consider the right C-module
xC•. In view of the remarks from the previous subsection, for any family I := {xi}i∈I of objects in C0,
we can consider the coproduct C(I) := ⊕i∈IxiC• in the category of right C-modules. Of course, a similar
coproduct exists in the category of left C-modules.
1.5. Finitely generated projective C-modules and the trace map. We fix, as before, a k-linear
category C. Let M be a right C-module. By definition, M is finitely generated if there is a finite family
I := {xi}i∈I of objects in C such that M is a quotient of C(I). Equivalently, there is a set {mi}i∈I ,
with mi ∈Mxi , such that any m ∈Mx can be written as a linear combination
m =
∑
i∈I
mi · fi, (1)
for some fi ∈ xiCx. If, in addition, M is projective then the canonical projection from C(I) to M has
a section in Mod-C. Therefore M is a direct summand of C(I). The converse also holds, as C(I) is a
finitely generated projective right C-module, for any finite family I of objects in C.
From the above characterization we deduce that (M, ·) is a finitely generated projective right C-
module if and only if there are dual bases {mi}i∈I and {ϕ
i}i∈I on M . By definition, I := {xi}i∈I is a
finite family of objects, mi ∈ Mxi and ϕ
i : M → xiC• is a morphism of right C-modules, for all i ∈ I.
We shall denote the components of ϕi by ϕix : Mx → xiCx. In addition, for any m ∈ Mx, the following
relation holds
m =
∑
i∈I
mi · ϕ
i
x(m). (2)
Using the existence of dual bases for finitely generated projective C-modules, one proves that
HomC(M,M)
∼=
−→M ⊗C M
∗, (3)
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where M∗ is the dual of M. By definition, M∗ is a left C-module, and its components are the linear
spaces xM
∗ := HomC(M, xC•). If ϕ = {ϕy}y∈C0 is a morphism of right C-modules from M to xC• and
f ∈ yCx, then the component (f · ϕ)z :Mz → yCz of f · ϕ ∈ yM
∗ maps m ∈Mz to f · ϕz(m).
As in the case of k-algebras, we can speak about the commutator [f, g] of two morphisms f ∈ xCy
and g ∈ yCx. By definition, [f, g] := f ◦ g − g ◦ f is an element in ⊕z∈C0zCz. Let Cab denote the quotient
vector space of ⊕z∈C0zCz through the subspace [C, C] spanned by all commutators in C. The class of
f ∈ xCx in Cab will be denoted by f + [C, C].
If M is a right C-module, then the evaluation map evM :M ⊗C M
∗ → Cab is uniquely defined by
evM (m⊗C ϕ) := ϕx(m) + [C, C],
for any morphism of right C-modules ϕ = {ϕy}y∈C0 in xM
∗ and m ∈Mx.
We can now define the Hattori-Stallings trace map trM : HomC(M,M) → Cab, for any finitely
generated projective right C-module M, as being the composition of the evaluation map evM with
the isomorphism (3). Therefore, if {mi}z∈I and {ϕ
i}z∈I are finite dual bases on M, and u := {ux}x∈C0
is an endomorphism of M, then
trM (u) =
∑
i∈I
ϕixi(uxi(mi)) + [C, C]. (4)
Note that the formula for trM (u) does not depend on the choice of the dual bases. Furthermore, if
v : N →M and w : M → N are morphisms between two finitely generated projective right C-modules,
then by using (4) one can easily see that trM (v ◦ w) = trN (w ◦ v).
2. Connections. The curvature of a connection.
In this section we introduce the main tools that we need for the construction of the Chern map. We
start by recalling the definition ofDG-categories, which explicitly appear in the definition of connections.
2.1. DG-categories. We say that a category Ω∗ is graded if every hom-space xΩ
∗
y is endowed with a
decomposition xΩ
∗
y = ⊕n≥0 xΩ
n
y such that f ◦ g ∈ xΩ
n+m
z , for any f ∈ xΩ
n
y and g ∈ yΩ
m
z . For simplicity,
the composition of two forms in a DG-category Ω∗ will be denoted by concatenation, that is ω ◦ ζ = ωζ.
A differential d∗ on Ω∗ is a family of linear maps xd
n
y : xΩ
n
y → xΩ
n+1
y such that xd
n+1
y ◦ xd
n
y = 0 and
xd
n+m
z (ωζ) = xd
n
y (ω)ζ + (−1)
nω yd
m
z (ζ), (5)
for ω ∈ xΩ
n
y and ζ ∈ yΩ
m
z . We refer to the relation (5) saying that d
∗ satisfies the (graded) Leibniz rule.
Recall that a DG-category is a couple (Ω∗, d∗), with Ω∗ a graded category and d∗ a differential on
Ω∗. If (Ω∗, d∗) is a DG-category, then the vector spaces
{
xΩ
0
y
}
x,y∈Ω∗
0
define a subcategory Ω0 of Ω∗.
Moreover, for every n ∈ N, the family Ωn :=
{
xΩ
n
y
}
x,y∈Ω∗
0
has a natural structure of Ω0-bimodule.
An element ω ∈ xΩ
n
y will be called a differential form in Ω
∗ from y to x of degree n. The degree of ω
will also be denoted by |ω| and, if there is no danger of confusion, we shall write dω instead of xd
n
y (ω).
2.2. Connections. Let M be a finitely generated right module over a linear category C. We fix a
DG-category (Ω∗, d∗) such that Ω0 = C. Since Ω1 is a C-bimodule, the tensor product M ⊗C •Ω
1
x makes
sense for any x ∈ C0.
By definition, a connection ∇ : M → M ⊗C Ω
1 on M (with respect to Ω∗) is a family {∇x}x∈C0 of
k-linear maps ∇x :Mx →M ⊗C •Ω
1
x such that, for all m ∈Mx and f ∈ xCy,
∇y(m · f) = ∇x(m) · f +m⊗C df. (6)
By assumption, there is a finite set {mi}i∈I of generators for M, with mi ∈ Mxi for some xi ∈ C0. In
view of equation (6), the connection ∇ is uniquely determined by the elements λij ∈ xiΩ
1
xj
such that
∇xi(mi) =
∑
j∈I
mj ⊗C λji. (7)
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Indeed, if m ∈Mx, then there is {fi}i∈I in C(I)x such that the relation (1) holds. Thus,
∇x(m) =
∑
i,j∈I
mi ⊗C λijfj +
∑
i∈I
mi ⊗C dfi. (8)
We shall denote the matrix (λij)i,j∈I by Λ.
In the following lemma we give two methods for constructing new connections.
Lemma 2.3. Let (Ω∗, d∗) be a DG-category such that Ω0 = C.
(i) Let ∇p : Mp → Mp ⊗C Ω
1 be a connection on Mp, where p ∈ {1, 2}. There exists a unique
connection ∇1⊕∇2 on M1⊕M2 such that the diagram below is commutative for any p ∈ {1, 2}.
M1 ⊕M2
∇1⊕∇2// (M1 ⊕M2)⊗C Ω
1
Mp
∇p
//
?
OO
Mp ⊗C Ω
1
?
OO
(ii) A connection ∇ :M →M ⊗C Ω
1 induces a connection on every direct summand N of M .
Proof. Let us sketch the proof of the first part of the lemma. The details are left to the reader. Let mp
be an element in (Mp)x , where p ∈ {1, 2}. Then
∇p(mp) =
∑np
j=1mpj ⊗C ωpj ,
for some mpj ∈ (Mp)yj and ωpj ∈ yjΩ
1
x. We now define the connection ∇1 ⊕∇2 by
(∇1 ⊕∇2)x (m1,m2) =
∑n1
j=1 (m1j , 0)⊗C ω1j +
∑n2
j=1 (0,m2j)⊗C ω2j .
To prove the second part of the lemma, we choose a morphism π :M → N in Mod-C which has a section
σ : N →M in this category. Then, for an object x in C, we define ∇′x : Nx → N ⊗C •Ω
1
x by
∇′x = (π ⊗C IdΩ1C)x ◦ ∇x ◦ σx.
It is easy to see that ∇′ := {∇′x}x∈C0 is a connection on N . 
2.4. Examples of connections. We start by describing all connections on the right module C(I),
where I := {xi}i∈I is a finite family of objects in C. Clearly, {ei}i∈I is a set of generators for M , where
ei ∈ C(I)xi is the family {δi,j1xi}j∈I . Here δi,j denotes the Kronecker symbol. Hence, for an element
{fi}i∈I in C(I)x, we get
∇x({fi}i∈I) = ∇x(
∑
i∈I
ei · fi) =
∑
i,j∈I
ei ⊗C λijfj +
∑
i∈I
ei ⊗C dfi, (9)
where λij ∈ xiΩ
1
xj
. Conversely, if Λ := (λij)i,j∈I is an arbitrary matrix of differential forms of degree 1
such that λij ∈ xiΩ
1
xj
, then (9) defines a connection ∇Λ on C(I). In particular, if Λ = 0, then
∇x({fi}i∈I) =
∑
i∈I
ei ⊗C dfi (10)
defines a connection on C(I).
Another important example is the Levi-Civita connection, which is defined on a finitely generated
projective module M . Let {mi}i∈I and {ϕ
i}i∈I be dual bases on M. Recall that mi ∈Mxi and ϕ
i is a
linear map from M to xiC•. If σx : Mx → C(I)x is the application
σx(m) =
{
ϕix(m)
}
i∈I
,
then σ = {σx}x∈C0 is a morphism in Mod-C. Moreover, σ is a section of the morphism π : C(I) → M
whose component πx maps {fi}i∈I ∈ C(I)x to
∑
i∈I mi · fi. Thus M can be regarded via π and σ as a
direct summand of C(I). By the second part of the preceding lemma, the connection on C(I) given by
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the equation (10) induces a connection ∇LC on M . We call ∇LC the Levi-Civita connection on M. For
every m ∈Mx we have
∇LCx (m) =
∑
i∈I
mi ⊗C dϕ
i
x(m). (11)
2.5. The curvature of a connection. We fix a connection ∇ :M →M ⊗C Ω
1 on a finitely generated
right C-module M . Our goal is to extend ∇ to an endomorphism R(∇) of degree 2 of the graded
Ω∗-module M ⊗C Ω
∗. First, for n ≥ 0 and x ∈ C0, we define ∇
n
x : (M ⊗C Ω
n)x → (M ⊗C Ω
n+1)x by
∇nx(m⊗C ω) := ∇x(m) · ω + (−1)
nm⊗C dω.
In the above defining relation m and ω are elements in My and yΩ
n
x , respectively. By equation (6), it
easily follows that ∇n is well defined, that is
∇nx(m · f ⊗C ζ) = ∇
n
x(m⊗C fζ),
for any m⊗ f ⊗ ζ ∈My ⊗ yCz ⊗ zΩ
n
x . Since d
∗ satisfies the Leibniz rule, we get
∇n+mx (m⊗C ωζ) = ∇
n
z (m⊗C ω) · ζ + (−1)
nm⊗C ωdζ,
for all m⊗ω⊗ζ ∈My⊗yΩ
n
z ⊗zΩ
m
x . Now it is not difficult to prove that the family R(∇) = {R(∇)x}x∈C0
defines a morphism of graded right Ω∗-modules, where
Rn(∇)x : (M ⊗C Ω
n)x → (M ⊗C Ω
n+2)x, R
n(∇)x = ∇
n+1
x ◦ ∇
n
x .
We shall say that R(∇) is the curvature of ∇.
Note that Mx can be identified with (M ⊗C Ω
0)x via the map m 7→ m ⊗C 1x. On the other hand, if
{mi}i∈I is a set of generators of M, such that mi belongs to a certain Mxi , then M ⊗C Ω
∗ is generated
by {mi⊗C 1xi}i∈I . It follows that the curvature of ∇ in completely determined by its values at each mi.
Using the matrix Λ = (λij)i,j∈I that corresponds to ∇ and taking into account (7), we obtain
R(∇)xi(mi) =
∑
j∈I
∇(mj) · λji +
∑
j∈I
mj ⊗C dλji =
∑
j,k∈I
mj ⊗C λjkλki +
∑
j∈I
mj ⊗C dλji.
Hence R(∇) satisfies the relation
R(∇)xi(mi) =
∑
j∈I
mj ⊗C γji, (12)
where γij = dλij +
∑
k∈I λikλkj . If Γ = (γij)i,j∈I , then the relations that define the elements of Γ are
equivalent to the matrix equation
Γ = dΛ + Λ2. (13)
For example, let ∇Λ be the connection on C(I) that we constructed in §2.4 for a matrix Λ = (λij)i,j∈I .
Since {ei}i∈I generates C(I), and the matrix corresponding to ∇
Λ is precisely Λ, the curvature R(∇Λ)
verifies the formula (12), in which one substitutes mi by ei, and Γ = (γij)i,j∈I is given by (13).
In a similar way one computes the curvature of the Levi-Civita connection on a finitely generated
projective C-module M . If {mi}i∈I and {ϕ
i}i∈I are dual bases, then by equation (11) we have
∇LCxi (mi) =
∑
j∈I
mj ⊗C dϕ
j
xi
(mi).
Hence, for the curvature of ∇LC , the elements of the matrix Λ are λij := dϕ
j
xi
(mi). Since dΛ = 0, we
have Γ = Λ2. Thus, the curvature of the Levi-Civita connection verifies the equations
R(∇)xi(mi) =
∑
j,k∈I
mj ⊗C dϕ
j
xk
(mk)dϕ
k
xi
(mi).
2.6. The powers of R(∇). Let ∇ :M −→M ⊗CΩ
1 be a connection onM . We have seen that R(∇) is
an endomorphism of M ⊗C Ω
∗ of degree 2. Thus R(∇)q, the qth power of R(∇), is an endomorphism of
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degree 2q. Let Λ := (λij)i,j∈I be the matrix associated to ∇ with respect to a set of generators {mi}i∈I .
By induction on q, it follows that the elements R(∇)qxi(mi) ∈ (M ⊗C Ω
2q)xi are given by the relation
R(∇)qxi(mi) =
∑
i1,...,iq∈I
mi1 ⊗C γi1i2γi2i3 · · · γiq−1iqγiqi, (14)
where Γ = (γij)i,j∈I is defined by the formula (13).
For the connection ∇Λ associated to the matrix Λ = (λij)i,j∈I we have seen that Γ = (γij)i,j∈I is
given by Γ = dΛ + Λ2, so
R(∇Λ)qxi(ei) =
∑
i1,...,iq∈I
ei1 ⊗C γi1i2γi2i3 · · · γiq−1iqγiqi.
Let {mi}i∈I and {ϕ
i}i∈I be dual bases on a finitely generated projective module M. For the Levi-Civita
connection on M, we get
R(∇LC)qxi(mi) =
∑
i1,...,i2q∈I
mi1 ⊗C dϕ
i1
xi2
(mi2) · · · dϕ
i2q−1
xi
2q
(mi2q )dϕ
i2q
xi (mi).
3. de Rham cohomology and the Chern map.
In this section, which is the main part of our paper, we define the de Rham cohomology of a linear
category C with coefficients in a DG-category Ω∗. Our goal is to associate to every finitely generated
projective C-module M some de Rham cohomology classes, that will lead us to the construction of the
Chern map.
3.1. de Rham cohomology H∗(C,Ω∗). We fix a k-linear category C, and we suppose that (Ω∗, d∗) is
a DG-category such that Ω0 = C. For ω ∈ xΩ
p
y and ζ ∈ yΩ
n−p
x we define the graded commutator
[ω, ζ] := ωζ − (−1)p(n−p)ζω, (15)
which is an element in ⊕x∈Ω∗
0
xΩ
n
x . The subspace spanned by all graded commutators in ⊕x∈Ω∗0xΩ
n
x will
be denoted by [Ω∗,Ω∗]n. Note the usual commutator ωζ − ζω makes sense in Ω∗ as well. However, in a
graded linear category, we shall always use the notation [ω, ζ] for the graded commutator of ω and ζ.
For a DG-category (Ω∗, d∗) as above we now define
Ωnab := (
⊕
x∈C0 x
Ωnx)/ [Ω
∗,Ω∗]n .
For example, [Ω∗,Ω∗]0 coincides with the subspace [C, C], used in §1.5 to define Cab, the target of the
Hattori-Stallings trace map. Hence, Ω0ab = Cab.
As a consequence of the Leibniz rule, we immediately deduce that dn maps commutators to commu-
tators. Hence dn factorizes through a linear map dnab : Ω
n
ab → Ω
n+1
ab . Obviously, the sequence
0 // Ω0ab
d0ab // Ω1ab
d1ab // · · · // Ωnab
dnab // Ωn+1ab
// · · ·
is a cochain complex (Ω∗ab, d
∗
ab), that will be called the de Rham complex. By definition, the de Rham
cohomology H∗DR(C,Ω
∗) of C with respect to the DG-category (Ω∗, d∗) is the cohomology of (Ω∗ab, d
∗
ab).
3.2. The cocycles Ch∗(M,∇). Our aim now is to associate certain cohomology classes in H∗DR(C,Ω
∗)
to any finitely generated projective C-moduleM which is endowed with a connection∇ :M −→M⊗CΩ
1.
First, we remark that the subspaces ⊕n∈N xΩ
2n
y define a linear subcategory Ω
2∗ of Ω∗, which contains
C. The vector space
(
Ω2∗
)
ab
, that corresponds to the subcategory of even forms, is the quotient of the
coproduct of the family {xΩ
2q
x }(q,x)∈N×C0 through the subspace spanned by the commutators of two
even forms. On the other hand, Ω2qab is obtained by killing all commutators of degree 2q in ⊕x∈C0 xΩ
2q
x ,
including those that corresponds to two odd forms. Hence,
(
Ω2∗
)
ab
and ⊕q≥0Ω
2q
ab are not identical, but
there is a canonical linear transformation from the former vector space to the latter one, that respects
the canonical N-gradings, in the sense that the equivalence class of a form ω ∈ xΩ
2q
x is mapped to its
equivalence class in Ω2qab. In conclusion, for any finitely generated projective right Ω
2∗-module N, we can
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compose the Hattori-Stallings trace map trN : EndΩ2∗(N) →
(
Ω2∗
)
ab
with the above canonical map.
We still denote the resulting map by trN . Throughout the remaining part of this paper we shall work
only with this new trace map, whose codomain is ⊕q≥0Ω
2q
ab.
Recall that, by assumption, M is a finitely generated projective C-module. Thus, the right Ω∗-
module M ⊗C Ω
2∗ has the same properties. Therefore, it makes sense to speak about the trace of its
endomorphisms, which are elements of ⊕q≥0Ω
2q
ab, in view of the foregoing remarks.
We have seen thatR(∇)q is an endomorphism ofM⊗CΩ
∗ of degree 2q. Thus, it induces a homogeneous
endomorphism of M ⊗C Ω
2∗ of the same degree, so we can compute its trace
Chq(M,∇) := trM⊗CΩ2∗ (R(∇)
q) .
We claim that Chq(M,∇) is a 2q-cochain in the de Rham complex (Ω∗ab, d
∗
ab). Let {mi}i∈I and {ϕ
i}i∈I
be dual bases on M such that each mi belongs to a certain component Mxi . Then {mi ⊗C 1xi}i∈I and
{ϕi ⊗C IdΩ2∗}i∈I are dual bases on M ⊗C Ω
2∗. Therefore, by the definition of the trace and the relation
(14) we get that
Chq(M,∇) =
∑
i0∈I
(
ϕi0 ⊗C IdΩ2∗
)
(R(∇)q(mi0)) + [Ω
∗,Ω∗]
2q
=
∑
i0,i1,...,iq=1
ϕi0xi1 (mi1)γi1i2 . . . γiq−1iqγiqi0 + [Ω
∗,Ω∗]
2q
.
In particular, our claim has been proved, as Chq(M,∇) is the class of ωq(M,∇) in Ω2qab, where
ωq(M,∇) =
∑
i0,i1,...,iq=1
ϕi0xi1 (mi1 )γi1i2 . . . γiq−1iqγiqi0 . (16)
Note that, since the trace of an endomorphism does not depend on the choice of the dual bases on M ,
the class of ωq(M,∇) in Ω∗ab is also independent of such a choice.
On the projective and finitely generated module C(I) we take the dual bases {ei}z∈I and {ϕ
i}i∈I .
The components of the morphism ϕi are the canonical projections ϕix : xiC(I)x → xiCx that maps
{fi}i∈I to fi. On C(I) we take, as usual, the connection ∇
Λ associated to a matrix Λ = (λij)i,j∈I , with
λij ∈ xiΩ
1
xj
. Since the matrix that corresponds to ∇Λ with respect to the generating set {ei}i∈I is Λ,
and ϕi0xi1 (ei1) = δi0,i11xi1 , the equation (16) is equivalent in this setting to
ωq(M,∇Λ) =
∑
i1,...,iq∈I
γi1i2 . . . γiq−1iqγiqi1 , (17)
where Γ = (γij)i,j∈I is given Γ = dΛ + Λ
2.
With respect to the dual bases {mi}i∈I and {ϕ
i}i∈I , the Levi-Civita connection ∇
LC on a finitely
generated projective moduleM has the matrix Λ := (dϕixj (mj))i,j∈I . It follows that ω
q(M,∇LC) satisfies
the following equation
ωq(M,∇LC) =
∑
i0,i1,...,i2q
ϕi0xi1 (mi1 )dϕ
i1
xi2
(mi2) · · · dϕ
i2q−1
xi2q
(mi2q )dϕ
i2q
xi0
(mi0). (18)
Theorem 3.3. Let k be a field of characteristic different of 2. If M is a finitely generated projective
C-module and ∇ :M →M ⊗C Ω
1 is a connection on M, then Chq(M,∇) is a 2q-cocycle in the de Rham
complex (Ω∗ab, d
∗
ab).
Proof. We have to prove that dωq(M,∇) is a sum of graded commutators. Since M is projective and
finitely generated, there is a right C-module N such that M ⊕ N = C(I), for a certain finite subset I
of C0. Since N is a direct summand of C(I) we can choose dual bases {ni}i∈I and {ψ
i}i∈I on N. By
Lemma 2.3(i), ∇⊕∇LC is a connection on M ⊕N, where ∇LC denotes the Levi-Civita connection on
N. Obviously,
ωq(M,∇) + ωq
(
N,∇LC
)
= ωq
(
C(I),∇⊕∇LC
)
.
In conclusion, it is enough to show that dωq(N,∇LC) and dωq(C(I),∇⊕∇LC) can be written as sums
of commutators.
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We consider first the case of the Levi-Civita connection on N. For a matrix X = (ωij)i,j∈I , with
ωij ∈ xiΩ
n
xj
we define tr(X) =
∑
i∈I ωii. If Y = (ζij)i,j∈I is another matrix, with ζij ∈ xiΩ
m
xj
, then
tr(Y X) = (−1)nm tr(XY ) + [Ω∗,Ω∗]n+m.
By the equation (18) and the definition of the trace of a matrix we get
dωq(N,∇LC) =
∑
i0,i1,...,i2q∈I
dψi0xi1 (mi1)dψ
i1
xi2
(mi2) · · · dψ
i2q−1
xi2q
(mi2q )dψ
i2q
xi0
(mi0) = tr((dΨ)
2q+1
),
where Ψ := (ψixj (nj))i,j∈I . On the other hand, since {ni}i∈I and {ψ
i}i∈I are dual bases we have
ni =
∑
j∈I nj · ψ
j
xi(ni), for all i ∈ I. Therefore, for any k ∈ I, we get
ψki (ni) =
∑
j∈I ψ
k
j (nj) ◦ ψ
j
xi
(ni).
These identities are equivalent to the matrix equation Ψ = Ψ2. We can now proceed as in the proof [Ka,
Theorem 1.19]. Namely, let Π = 2Ψ− 1. Hence Π2 = 1 and Π(dΨ) = −(dΨ)Π. Thus,
(dΨ)2q+1 = Π2(dΨ)2q+1 = −Π(dΨ)2q+1Π.
By the foregoing computations we deduce that
dωq(N,∇LC) = tr
(
(dΨ)2q+1
)
= − tr
(
Π(dΨ)2q+1Π
)
= − tr
(
(dΨ)2q+1Π2
)
+ [Ω∗,Ω∗]2q+1.
Since 2 is invertible in k we conclude that dωq(N,∇LC) is a commutator.
It remains to show that dωq(C(I),∇⊕∇LC) is a commutator as well. Since∇⊕∇LC is a connection on
C(I) there exists a matrix Λ = (λij)i,j∈I , with λij ∈ xiΩxj , such that ∇⊕∇
LC = ∇Λ. Let Γ := (γij)i,j∈I
be the matrix Γ = dΛ + Λ2. By (17) we have
ωq
(
C(I),∇Λ
)
=
∑
i1,...,iq∈I
γi1i2 . . . γiq−1iqγiqi1 = tr(Γ
q).
On the other hand, by induction on q, one shows that d (Γq) = ΓqΛ − ΛΓq. As the trace map and d∗
commute we have
dω2q(C(I),∇Λ) = tr (d(Γq)) = tr (ΓqΛ)− tr(ΛΓq).
We conclude the proof by remarking that the elements of Γ are all of even degree, so tr (ΓqΛ)− tr(ΛΓq)
is a commutator. 
Our next aim is to prove that the cohomology class of Chq(M,∇) in H2qDR(C,Ω
∗) does not depend
on the connection ∇. We start by proving some preliminary results. First of all, we shall associate to a
DG-category (Ω∗, d∗) two new DG-categories Ω∗[t] and Ω˜∗. Recall that Ω0 = C.
3.4. The DG-category Ω∗[t]. By definition, the objects of Ω∗[t] are the elements of C0, and we
set xΩ
n[t]y := xΩ
n
y ⊗ k[t]. Therefore, a morphism ω in xΩ
n[t]y can be uniquely written as a polynomial
ω =
∑p
i=0 ωit
i with coefficients in xΩ
n
y . The composition in Ω
∗[t] is given by the relation
(
∑p
i=0 ωit
i) ◦ (
∑q
j=0 ζjt
j) =
∑p+q
k=0(
∑k
r=0 ωrζk−r)t
k,
while the identity morphism of x in Ω∗[t] is 1x ∈ xCx, regarded as a constant polynomial in xΩ
0[t]x.
The differential of Ω∗[t] satisfies, for any polynomial in xΩ[t]
n
y , the following relation
d(
∑p
i=0 ωit
i) =
∑p
i=0 (dωi) t
i.
3.5. The DG-category Ω˜∗. The set of objects in Ω˜∗ is C0, while xΩ˜
n
y is defined by
xΩ˜
n
y = xΩ
n[t]y ⊕ xΩ
n−1[t]y.
Note that xΩ˜
0
y = xΩ
0[t]y. It is convenient to write an element ω in xΩ˜
n
y as formal sum ω = ω0 + ω1ε,
where ω0 ∈ xΩ
n[t]y and ω1 ∈ xΩ
n−1[t]y. In Ω˜
∗ the composition of morphisms is defined by the formula
(ω0 + ω1ε) ◦ (ζ0 + ζ1ε) = (ω0ζ0) + (ω0ζ1 + (−1)
|ζ
0
|ω1ζ0),
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and we take the identity of x in xΩ˜
∗
x to be 1x + 0ε. For ω0 + ω1ε ∈ xΩ˜
n
y we set
∂(ω0 + ω1ε) = dω0 + (dω1 + (−1)
nω˙0) ε,
where ω˙0 is the derivative of ω0 with respect to t. Hence, for a polynomial ζ =
∑p
i=1 ζit
i with coefficients
in xΩ
n−1
y , we have ζ˙ =
∑p
i=1 iζit
i−1. It is not difficult to check that (Ω˜∗, ∂∗) is a DG-category.
In the following lemma we describe the de Rham complex associated to (Ω˜∗, ∂∗). To simplify the
notation, we shall write 〈ω〉 for the class of ω ∈ Ωn[t] in Ωn[t]ab.
Lemma 3.6. The de Rham complex associated to Ω˜∗ is isomorphic to the complex (C∗, δ∗), where
Cn = Ωn[t]ab ⊕ Ω
n−1[t]ab, and
δn(〈ω0〉+ 〈ω1〉 ε) = 〈dω0〉+ 〈dω1 + (−1)
nω˙1〉 ε.
Proof. It is enough to prove the following identity[
Ω˜∗, Ω˜∗
]n
= [Ω∗[t],Ω∗[t]]
n⊕
[Ω∗[t],Ω∗[t]]
n−1
ε.
The inclusion ⊆ is a simple consequence of the following relation
[ω0 + ω1ε, θ0 + θ1ε] = [ω0, θ0] +
(
[ω0, θ1] + (−1)
|θ0|[ω1, θ0]
)
ε.
To prove the other inclusion we notice that the following relations hold
[ω, θ] = [ω + 0ε, θ + 0ε] and [ζ, ξ]ε = [ζ + 0ε, 0 + ξε],
for any commutators [ω, θ] ∈ Ωn[t] and [ζ, ξ] ∈ Ωn−1[t]. Therefore, [ω, θ]+[ζ, ξ]ε is a sum of commutators
in Ω˜n. 
3.7. The evaluation map. Let Ω∗ be a DG-category. For every polynomial ω0 =
∑p
i=0 ωit
i with
coefficients in xΩ
n
y and a ∈ k, let ω0(a) :=
∑p
i=0 ωia
i. Furthermore, for a couple of objects x and y in
C0, we define the linear map x(ev
n
a )y from xΩ
n[t]y ⊕ Ω
n−1[t]ab to xΩ
n
y , by
x(ev
n
a )y(ω0 + 〈ω1〉 ε) = ω0(a).
Since x(ev
n
a )x maps a commutator [ω0, θ0] in xΩ
n[t]x to the commutator [ω0(a), θ0(a)] in xΩ
n
x , the family
{x(ev
n
a )x}x∈C0 induces a linear transformation
evna : Ω
n[t]ab ⊕ Ω
n−1[t]ab −→ Ω
n
ab, ev
n
a (〈ω0〉+ 〈ω1〉 ε) = 〈ω0(a)〉 .
Lemma 3.8. The family {evna}n∈N is a morphism of complexes between (Ω˜
∗
ab, ∂
∗
ab) and (Ω
∗
ab, d
∗
ab).
Proof. We identify (Ω˜∗ab, ∂
∗
ab) with the cochain complex from Lemma 3.6. Therefore, if 〈ω0〉+ 〈ω1〉 ε is
a cochain of degree n, then(
evn+1a ◦ ∂
n
)
(〈ω0〉+ 〈ω1〉 ε) = ev
n+1
a (〈dω0〉+ 〈dω1 + (−1)
nω˙0〉 ε) = (dω0)(a).
We conclude the proof by remarking that (dω0) (a) = d(ω0(a)) = (d
n ◦ evna ) (〈ω0〉+ 〈ω1〉 ε). 
In order to prove that {evn0 }n∈N and {ev
n
1 }n∈N induce the same maps in cohomology, we are going to
construct a homotopy map between them.
3.9. The homotopy operator. We keep the notation and the assumptions from §3.7. In addition, we
assume that the characteristic of k is zero. For any ω :=
∑p
i=0 ωit
i with coefficients in xΩ
n−1
y we define∫ 1
0 ωdt :=
∑p
i=0(i+ 1)
−1ωi.
It is easy to see that the map kn : Ωn[t]ab ⊕ Ω
n−1[t]abε −→ Ω
n−1
ab given by
xk
n
y (〈ω〉0 + 〈ω1〉 ε) = (−1)
n〈
∫ 1
0
ω1dt〉
is well defined, as
∫ 1
0
[ζ, ξ]dt is a sum of commutators in Ω∗, for any ζ ∈ xΩ
p[t]y and ξ ∈ yΩ
n−p−1[t]x.
Lemma 3.10. The operators (−1)∗k∗ define a homotopy between ev∗1 and ev
∗
0 .
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Proof. Let ̟ := 〈ω0〉+ 〈ω1〉ε be a cochain of degree n in (Ω˜
∗
ab, ∂
∗
ab). Thus(
kn+1 ◦ ∂n
)
(̟) = (−1)n+1〈
∫ 1
0
(dn−1ω1)dt〉 + 〈
∫ 1
0
ω˙0dt〉
= (−1)n+1〈dn−1(
∫ 1
0
ω1dt)〉 + 〈ω0(1)〉 − 〈ω0(0)〉
= −
(
dn−1 ◦ kn
)
(̟) + (evn1 − ev
n
0 ) (̟).
This computation shows us that (−1)∗k∗ is a homotopy between ev∗1 and ev
∗
0 . 
Corollary 3.11. If ̟ is a cocycle of degree n in (Ω˜∗ab, ∂
∗
ab) then ev
n
1 (̟)− ev
n
0 (̟) is a coboundary.
Now we can prove that the cohomology class of Ch2q(M,∇) does not depend on ∇. Let Bn(C,Ω∗)
denote the space of n-coboundaries in the de Rham complex. The cohomology class of an n-cocycle ω
will be denoted by ω +Bn(C,Ω∗).
Theorem 3.12. Let C be a k-linear category. We assume that k is a field of characteristic zero and
that Ω∗ is a DG-category such that Ω0 = C. If M is a finitely generated projective right C-module and
∇1,∇2 :M →M ⊗Ω0 Ω
1 are connections on M , then
Chq(M,∇1) +B
2q(C,Ω∗) = Chq(M,∇2) +B
2q(C,Ω∗).
Proof. Let N be a right C-module such that M ⊕ N = C(I). The Levi-Civita connection ∇LC on N
exists, as N is projective and finitely generated, being a direct summand of C(I). For i ∈ {1, 2} we have
Chq(M ⊕N,∇i ⊕∇
LC) = Chq(M,∇i) + Ch
q(N,∇LC).
Therefore, by subtracting these two equations, we get
Chq(M,∇1) = Ch
q(M,∇2) + Ch
q(M ⊕N,∇1 ⊕∇
LC)− Chq(M ⊕N,∇2 ⊕∇
LC).
In conclusion, it is enough to prove that Chq(C(I),∇) is a coboundary for any connection ∇ on C(I).
We may assume that ∇ = ∇Λ, where Λ = (λij)i,j∈I is a matrix with λij ∈ xiΩ
1
xj
.
Let Ω˜∗ be the DG-category that we constructed in the subsection 3.5. Recall that, by construction,
Ω˜0 is the k-linear category C[t]. It has the same objects as C, and its morphism from y to x are
polynomials with coefficients in xCy. On the right C[t]-module M˜ := C[t](I), we consider the connection
∇˜ : M˜ → M˜⊗C[t] Ω˜
1 associated to the matrix Λ˜ := (λijt+0ε)i,j∈I = Λt+0ε. Note that λijt+0ε ∈ xiΩ˜
1
xj
.
We have already proved that ̟ := Chq(M˜, ∇˜) is a 2q-cocycle in Ω˜∗ab, so by Corollary 3.11 it follows
that ev1(̟) − ev0(̟) is a coboundary in (Ω
∗
ab, d
∗
ab). On the other hand, by the computation that we
performed in §3.2, the cocycle̟ equals the class in Ω˜2qab of the trace of Γ˜ = ∂Λ˜+Λ˜
2. Since ∂Λ˜ = (dΛ)t+Λε
and Λ˜2 = t2Λ2 + 0ε, we have
Γ˜q = (∂Λ˜ + Λ˜2)q =
(
(tdΛ + t2Λ2) + Λε
)q
= (tdΛ + t2Λ2)q + Λ′ε,
where Λ′ :=
(
λ′ij
)
i,j∈I
is a certain matrix with λ′ij ∈ xiΩ
2q−1
xj
. Hence ̟ = tr
(
(tdΛ + t2Λ2)q
)
+ tr(Λ′)ε.
By the definition of the evaluation map, eva(̟) = tr
(
ad1Λ + a2Λ2)q
)
. Thus,
Chq(C(I),∇) = tr
(
(d1Λ + Λ2)q
)
= ev1 (̟)− ev0 (̟) .
We conclude that Chq(C (I) ,∇) is a coboundary in Ω2qab, so the theorem is proved. 
3.13. The Chern classes. Let M be a finitely generated projective C-module, where C is a linear
category over a field of characteristic zero. We assume that Ω∗ is a DG-category such that its homo-
geneous component of degree zero equals C. On M we consider a connection ∇ on M. Note that such
a connection always exists, as M is finitely generated and projective, so on M we can take for instance
the Levi-Civita connection. We have just proved that the de Rham cohomology class of Chq(M,∇) in
H2qDR(C,Ω
∗) does not depend on ∇. We shall call this cohomology class the qth Chern class of M , and
we shall denote it by Chq(M,Ω∗).
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3.14. The Grothendieck group of a linear category. We keep the notation and the assumptions
from the previous subsection. Let us denote the isomorphism class of M by [M ] . The Grothendieck
group of C is, by definition, the quotient of the free abelian group generated by the set {[M ] : M is
finitely generated projective} through the subgroup generated by the elements [M ′]+[M ′′]−[M ′ ⊕M ′′] ,
whereM ′ andM ′′ are arbitrary finitely generated projective modules. We shall denote the Grothendieck
group of C by K0(C).
We can now prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem 3.15. Let C be a k-linear category. We assume that k is a field of characteristic zero and that
Ω∗ is a DG-category such that Ω0 = C. The mapping [M ] 7→ Ch2q(M) induces a morphism of groups
from K0(C) to H
∗
DR(C,Ω
∗).
Proof. Let M ′ and M ′′ be two finitely generated projective C-module. Let ∇′ and ∇′′ be connections
on M ′ and M ′′, respectively. We have seen that there is a unique connection ∇′ ⊕ ∇′′ on M ′ ⊕M ′′,
such that its restrictions to M ′ and M ′′ coincide with ∇′ and ∇′′, respectively. Since the definition of
the Chern class Chq(M ′ ⊕M ′′) does not depend on the connection, and
Chq(M ′ ⊕M ′′,∇′ ⊕∇′′ = Chq(M ′,∇′) + Chq(M ′′,∇′′),
it follows that Chq(M ′ ⊕M ′′) = Chq(M ′) + Chq(M ′′). Hence the theorem is proved. 
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